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ABSTRACT
Aims. We present the first public release of photometric redshifts, galaxy rest frame properties and associated magnification values
in the cluster and parallel pointings of the first two Frontier Fields, Abell-2744 and MACS-J0416. The released catalogues aim to
provide a reference for future investigations of extragalactic populations in these legacy fields: from lensed high-redshift galaxies to
cluster members themselves.
Methods. We exploit a multiwavelength catalogue, ranging fromHubble Space Telescope (HST) to ground-based K and Spitzer IRAC,
which is specifically designed to enable detection and measurement of accurate fluxes in crowded cluster regions. The multiband
information is used to derive photometric redshifts and physical properties of sources detected either in the H-band image alone, or
from a stack of four WFC3 bands. To minimize systematics, median photometric redshifts are assembled from six different approaches
to photo-z estimates. Their reliability is assessed through a comparison with available spectroscopic samples. State-of-the-art lensing
models are used to derive magnification values on an object-by-object basis by taking into account sources positions and redshifts.
Results. We show that photometric redshifts reach a remarkable ∼3–5% accuracy. After accounting for magnification, the H-band
number counts are found to be in agreement at bright magnitudes with number counts from the CANDELS fields, while extending
the presently available samples to galaxies that, intrinsically, are as faint as H ∼ 32−33, thanks to strong gravitational lensing. The
Frontier Fields allow the galaxy stellar mass distribution to be probed, depending on magnification, at 0.5–1.5 dex lower masses with
respect to extragalactic wide fields, including sources at Mstar ∼ 107–108 M at z > 5. Similarly, they allow the detection of objects
with intrinsic star formation rates (SFRs) >1 dex lower than in the CANDELS fields reaching 0.1–1 M/yr at z ∼ 6–10.
Key words. catalogs – galaxies: high-redshift – methods: data analysis – galaxies: distances and redshifts
? The catalogues, together with the final processed images for all HST bands (as well as some diagnostic data and images), are publicly
available and can be downloaded from the Astrodeep website at http://www.astrodeep.eu/frontier-fields/ and from a dedicated CDS
webpage (http://astrodeep.u-strasbg.fr/ff/index.html). The catalogues are also available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/590/A31
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1. Introduction
The use of photometric redshifts and spectral energy distribution
(SED) fitting techniques is acquiring an ever increasing impor-
tance for investigating the properties of extragalactic populations
where spectroscopic studies of large flux-limited samples are be-
yond the reach of current instrumentation. With this in mind,
significant effort has been spent in assembling determinations
of both photo-zs and galaxy rest-frame properties from avail-
able multiband datasets of deep field surveys, such as GOODS
(Grazian et al. 2006), COSMOS (Ilbert et al. 2009), CANDELS
(Dahlen et al. 2013) and 3D-HST (Skelton et al. 2014). The rel-
evance of these analyses is well demonstrated by the emerging
collaborative efforts, which combine different codes and tech-
niques to smooth out possible systematics in the computation
of robust photo-zs and rest-frame properties (e.g. Santini et al.
2015; Mobasher et al. 2015).
Accurate estimates of photometric redshifts and galaxy prop-
erties are, today, the missing ingredient for exploiting the Fron-
tier Fields (FF) survey, an HST observing program that targets
six galaxy cluster fields and six parallel “blank” fields at depths
that are comparable to the Hubble Ultra Deep Field. Thanks to
the magnification by the foreground galaxy clusters, the FF sur-
vey enables the detection of galaxies as intrinsically faint as fu-
ture James Webb Space Telescope targets, while also reducing
cosmic variance effects in the study of ultra-faint galaxy popu-
lations, as a result of the independent pointings. The FF survey
promises to be a milestone in extragalactic studies in the years
to come.
In this paper, we present a public release of photometric red-
shifts and rest-frame galaxy properties from multiwavelength
photometry of the Frontier Fields, Abell-2744 (A2744 hereafter)
and MACS-J0416 (M0416) cluster and parallel fields, that in-
clude both HST and deep K-band and Spitzer information. A de-
tailed description of the dataset and photometric measurements
is presented in a companion paper by Merlin et al. (2016, M16
hereafter). The multiband and photometric redshift catalogues
of the FF have been developed in the context of the European
FP7-Space project ASTRODEEP1. The structure of the paper is
as follows: in Sect. 2 we briefly describe the available photo-
metric and spectroscopic data and the catalogue assembly pro-
cedure from M16. Section 3 will introduce our procedure for
estimating photometric redshifts and provide an evaluation of
their accuracy. The determination of magnification values on
an object-by-object basis and the resulting demagnified num-
ber counts are discussed in Sect. 4, while demagnified stellar
masses and star formation rates (SFRs) are presented in Sect. 5.
Finally a summary of the work is provided in Sect. 6, and a
description of the publicly available dataset2 is included in the
Appendix.
Throughout the paper, observed and rest-frame magni-
tudes are in the AB system, and we adopt the Λ-CDM con-
cordance model (H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and
ΩΛ = 0.7).
1 Astrodeep is a coordinated and comprehensive program of i) algo-
rithm/software development and testing; ii) data reduction/release, and
iii) scientific data validation/analysis of the deepest multiwavelength
cosmic surveys. For more information, visit http://astrodeep.eu
2 Download:
http://www.astrodeep.eu/frontier-fields-download/;
Catalogue interface:
http://astrodeep.u-strasbg.fr/ff/index.html
2. Multiwavelength catalogues
A detailed description of the dataset and of the catalogue assem-
bly strategy is provided in M16; we summarise here the infor-
mation that is most relevant for this paper.
2.1. Dataset
The A2744 and M0416 are the first two of a total of six twin
fields observed by HST in parallel (i.e. the cluster pointing to-
gether with a “blank” parallel pointing), in three optical and
four near-infrared bands: F435W, F606W, and F814W (ACS);
F105W, F125W, F140W, and F160W (WFC3). The HST bands
have a typical 5σ depth in the range 28.5-29.0 AB in 2 PSF-
FWHM apertures. Along with the seven HST bands, we in-
clude in each field the publicly available Hawk-I@VLT Ks im-
ages from ESO Programme 092.A-04723 (∼26.2 at 5σ), and the
IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm data acquired under DD time and, in the
case of M0416, Cycle-8 program iCLASH (80168) (∼25 AB
at 5σ).
To fully exploit the depth of the images and to detect out-
shone faint sources, we developed a procedure to remove the
foreground light of bright cluster sources and the intra-cluster
light (ICL). We start with the H160 image applying the follow-
ing procedure:
1) a first raw estimate of the ICL component is obtained by
masking S/N > 8 pixels in the original H160 image and fit-
ting the ICL light with Galfit (Peng et al. 2010), using one
or more Ferrer profiles (see Giallongo et al. 2014). The best-
fit model is then subtracted from the original image. 2) On the
ICL-subtracted H160 image, we use Galapagos (Barden et al.
2012) to obtain a single Sérsic fit of the brightest cluster mem-
bers, typically mag < 19 galaxies close to the cluster centre.
3) We then progressively refine the fit for these objects by adding
a second, “bulgy” component and fitting again with Galfit,
leaving the structural parameters of the galaxies free to adjust;
if necessary, we iterate the procedure adding further components
until a satisfying residual is obtained. 4) Having obtained the
best fit for the galaxies, we keep them fixed and fit the ICL again
with Galfit on the original image, leaving its parameters free to
adjust; then we obtain a “final residual” image by subtracting this
final ICL model and the bright galaxy models from the image.
5) Finally, we create a median-filtered version of the residual im-
ages over a 1 × 1 arcsec box. To avoid the affect of signals from
faint objects, we exclude from the computation all pixels at >1σ
above zero counts and their nearest neighbours. We obtain the fi-
nal processed frame by subtracting the resulting median-filtered
image from the “final residual” one, thus smoothing out local
fluctuations and Galfit residuals and allowing for a more effi-
cient detection.
We subtract ICL and bright sources from the other
HST bands using the final fitting parameters of the nearest red-
der band as a first guess and simultaneously fitting all the com-
ponents at once. Our catalogue is extracted by performing the
detection on the final processed H160 image with SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996) using a customized version of the
HOT+COLD approach (Galametz et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2013).
The resulting 90% detection completeness limits for point
sources and disk-like galaxies, as estimated using simulations,
are at H ∼ 27.75 and H ∼ 27.25, respectively. We extract fluxes
from the other HST bands with SExtractor in dual mode after
having PSF-matched them to the H160 PSF through appropriate
3 P.I. G. Brammer, http://gbrammer.github.io/HAWKI-FF/
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convolution kernels derived from bright unsaturated stars. To-
tal fluxes in the detection band are estimated from SExtractor
FLUX_AUTO. Total fluxes in the other HST bands are computed
by scaling the total flux in the detection band on the basis of
the relevant isophotal colours that were computed from SExtrac-
tor FLUX_ISO values. K and IRAC photometry is obtained via a
template-fitting technique with T-PHOT (Merlin et al. 2015) us-
ing galaxy shapes in the detection band as “prior” information.
T-PHOT allows us to fit “real” sources together with analytical
models; therefore we used the detected H160 catalogue plus the
bright source models as priors. Before the fit, measurement im-
ages are processed, re-estimating the background and the rms via
an injection of fake PSF-shaped sources in void regions. A local
background subtraction is also performed during the fit, allow-
ing for a better estimation of the flux for objects that fall within
the halos of bright sources. All fluxes are corrected for galac-
tic extinction that was derived from Schlegel et al. (1998) dust
emission maps.
To include all faint sources of potential interest we also
perform an additional detection using SExtractor with the
same parameter set on a weighted average of the processed
Y105, J125, JH140, and H160 images and derive photome-
try in the other bands in the same way as for the H-detected
sample. The final list of detected sources comprises the main
H-detected catalogue plus all those IR-detected ones whose
segmentation does not overlap with any pixel that belong to
H-detected objects according to the relevant segmentation maps.
The final catalogues contain information on ten bands for
2596 (H-detected)+976 (IR-detected) sources in A2744-Cluster,
2325+1086 in A2744-Parallel, 2556+832 in M0416-Cluster, and
2581+1152 in M0416-Parallel.
2.2. Spectroscopic samples
We look for counterparts of our sources in available spectro-
scopic samples by performing a cross-correlation within 1 arcsec
radius. We consider the following public datasets: Owers et al.
(2011) (objects with quality flag Q = 4 or higher) and the arcs
from Richard et al. (in prep.) for A2744; Ebeling et al. (2014),
and the arcs from Grillo et al. (2015) and Christensen et al.
(2012) for M0416. For both A2744 and M0416 clusters, we in-
clude redshifts with quality flag Q = 3 and Q = 4 from the Grism
Lens-Amplified Survey from Space (GLASS; GO-13459; PI:
Treu, Hoag et al., in prep.; Treu et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015).
Objects having a positive match with reliable public samples are
assigned the measured spectroscopic redshift in our catalogues.
To assess photo-z reliability, we also match our catalogues with
the M0416 proprietary redshift from the CLASH-VLT survey
(ESO Large Programme 186.A-0.798, PI: Rosati, Rosati et al.
2014; Balestra et al. 2016). The final samples include 86, 10,
194 public spectroscopic redshifts in A2744 cluster field, A2744
parallel field, and MACS0416 cluster field, respectively. No pub-
lic spectroscopic redshifts are found in the MACS0416 parallel
field. Thanks to the addition of the aforementioned proprietary
data, we reach a total of 207 and 33 spectroscopically confirmed
objects in the MACS0416 cluster and MACS0416 parallel fields,
respectively.
3. Photometric redshifts
We measure photometric redshifts for all the sources
in our catalogues with six different techniques: 1) OAR;
2) McLure; 3) Mortlock; 4) Parsa; 5) Marmol-Queralto-1;
Fig. 1. Semi-interquartile range of the six different photo-z estimates
as a function of the H-band magnitude (or upper limit) for H-detected
(black circles) and IR-detected (red) sources in the A2744 cluster field.
The median SIQR as a function of magnitude is shown as a purple line.
6) Marmol-Queralto-2. The OAR photometric redshifts are
obtained with the zphot.exe code following the well-tested
procedure described in Fontana et al. (2000) and Grazian et al.
(2006; see also Dahlen et al. 2013; Santini et al. 2015). Best-fit
photo-zs are obtained through a χ2 minimization over the ob-
served HST+IR bands using SED templates from PEGASE 2.0
(Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997) at 0.0 < z < 10.0. We set
flux = 0 in place of negative values and a minimum allowed pho-
tometric uncertainty corresponding to 0.05 mag for the HST and
Ks bands and to 0.1 mag for the IRAC bands: errors smaller
than these values are replaced by the minimum allowed un-
certainty. The Parsa and Mortlock runs both use the pub-
licly available Le Phare code (Arnouts et al. 1999), and employ
the PEGASE and zCOSMOS (Ilbert et al. 2006) template sets re-
spectively. Both the Marmol-Queralto runs utilize the publicly
available EAZY code (Brammer et al. 2008), and they employ the
PCA (built following Blanton & Roweis 2007) and PEGASE tem-
plate sets, respectively. The McLure run is based on his own
proprietary code, as described in McLure et al. (2011), which
employs Bruzual & Charlot (2003) templates. All of the photo-
metric redshift runs, with the exception of the OAR applied ad-
justments to the photometric zeropoints and the McLure, Parsa,
and Mortlock runs, included strong nebular emission lines in
the SED fits. To minimize systematics owing to the use of a sin-
gle approach, as reference photo-z for each object we set the
median value from the six available estimates. In Fig. 1 we show
the uncertainty (semi-interquartile range, SIQR) on the median
photo-z, as a function of the observed H-band magnitude, for
sources in the A2744 cluster field. Typical SIQR (purple line in
Fig. 1) ranges from 0.05 at bright magnitudes to 0.3 for sources
at H > 29. The percentage of sources with highly uncertain
median photo-z (SIQR > 1) is below ∼10% up to H ∼ 26.0
and reaches ∼20% at the faintest magnitudes. Similar results are
found in the other fields under analysis.
Galaxy physical properties are then computed by fit-
ting Bruzual & Charlot (2003 – BC03) templates with the
zphot.exe code at the previously determined median pho-
tometric redshift. In the BC03 fit we assume exponentially
declining star formation histories with e-folding time 0.1 ≤
τ ≤ 15.0, a Salpeter (1955) inital mass function, and we al-
low both Calzetti et al. (2000) and Small Magellanic Cloud
(Prevot et al. 1984) extinction laws. Absorption by the inter-
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Fig. 2. Photometric redshift distribution of H-detected catalogues in, from top to bottom, left to right: A2744 Cluster, A2744 Parallel, M0416
Cluster, M0416 Parallel. Inset plots show the distribution of the additional IR-detected samples. Vertical red lines mark the redshift of the lensing
clusters.
Table 1. Photometric redshift accuracy.
Field Spec. sample N. outliers (fraction) 〈∆z/(1 + z)〉 σ∆z/(1+z)
A2744-Cl 54 4 (7.3%) –0.0140 0.043
A2744-Par 9 0 (0%) 0.0004 0.056
M0416-Cl 155 10 (6.5%) –0.0004 0.043
M0416-Par 33 3 (9%) –0.0299 0.0362
galactic medium (IGM) is modelled following Fan et al. (2006).
We consider the following range of physical parameters: 0.0 ≤
E(B − V) ≤ 1.1, Age ≥ 10 Myr (defined as the onset of the
star formation episode), metallicity Z/Z = 0.02, 0.2, 1.0, 2.5.
We fit all the sources both with stellar emission templates only,
and including the contribution from nebular continuum and
line emission following Schaerer & de Barros (2009), assum-
ing an escape fraction of ionizing photons fesc = 0.0 (see also
Castellano et al. 2014, for details).
Photometric redshifts and rest-frame properties are deter-
mined using all ten available bands with the following excep-
tions: 1) HST bands having SExtractor FLAG ≥ 16 and/or
unphysical fluxes or uncertainties (typically truncated or prob-
lematic sources); 2) K-band and IRAC fluxes with a maximum
covariance ratio MaxCvRatio ≥ 1.0 in the relevant T-PHOT ex-
traction, indicating that the measurement is hardly reliable owing
to severe blending with other sources (see Merlin et al. 2015). As
a result, all ten bands are used in the fit for ∼65% of the sources
in the cluster pointings and for >90% in the blank fields. Most
of the remaining objects are fit with HST+Ks photometry while
(for ∼25% of the sources) one or both IRAC bands are excluded
owing to the large covariance. The resulting photometric redshift
distributions in the four fields are shown in Fig. 2, and the
comparisons between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts
are shown in Fig. 3 for the two cluster pointings. The latter is
computed only on the sources with reliable photometry, i.e. ex-
cluding areas subject to Galfit subtraction of bright sources
and having at least five HST bands available for computing the
photometric redshifts (RELFLAG = 1, see Appendix). Following
Dahlen et al. (2013), we define as outliers all objects having
|∆z/(1 + z)| = |(zspec − zphot)/(1 + zspec)| ≥ 0.15. In Table 1,
we report the fraction of outliers along with average and rms of
∆z/(1+ z) that were computed on the remaining objects. Clearly,
the limited number of spectroscopic sources and their redshift
distribution do not allow for an in-depth evaluation of the accu-
racy of photometric redshifts in all fields. It is safe to take as
reference the two cluster fields that have a larger spectroscopic
sample, which also includes high-redshift lensed galaxies, where
we consistently find an accuracy σ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.04 and ∼7% of
outliers. We verified that the median photometric redshifts are
more accurate than the individual runs, when compared to spec-
troscopic redshifts. In the cluster fields the individual runs show
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Fig. 3. Comparison between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts in the A2744 (left) and M0416 (right) clusters. Filled circles represent best
quality spectroscopic redshifts used to compute the photometric redshift accuracy reported in Table 1, empty circles objects with “reliable” redshift
from the GLASS sample (quality flag = 3). Lower panels show the ∆z/(1 + zspec) = (zspec − zphot)/(1 + zspec) as a function of zspec. The inset in each
of the upper panels presents the relevant distribution of ∆z/(1 + zspec) with its average and rms after excluding |∆z/(1 + zspec)| > 0.15 outliers, as
discussed in the text. Red dashed lines in both panels enclose the |∆z/(1 + zspec)| ≤ 0.15 region.
similar performances with σ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.05−0.06, 〈∆z/(1 + z)〉 &
10−3 and 8–11% of outliers. The photometric redshift accuracy
at the redshift of the clusters is comparable to the global one,
implying that the redshifts presented here can be used to individ-
uate non-spectroscopic cluster members (see also Fig. 7). How-
ever, we caution against a possible tendency for a luminosity-
dependent behaviour of the photometric redshift offset in the
M0416 cluster field, with likely cluster members at H > 26
having a typical offset ∆z = +0.05, which appears at the ori-
gin of a broader and slightly shifted redshift peak in the relevant
redshift distribution (bottom left panel of Fig. 2). The lack of
spectroscopic coverage of these sources prevents a firm conclu-
sion in this respect. Finally, we note that the typical photometric
redshift accuracy in our Frontier Fields sample is poorer than
the one achieved in the CANDELS fields (Dahlen et al. 2013),
and comparable in terms of scatter and offset, but with a larger
fraction of outliers, to photo-zs from the 16-band CLASH pho-
tometry (Jouvel et al. 2014). To constrain the origin of these dif-
ferences, we tested the performance of one of our photo-z pro-
cedures (the OAR one) on the CANDELS GOODS-South cata-
logue, which we restricted to the same ten bands available for
the FF and using the same SED libraries and fitting options
as for the FF. The difference in depth among the FF and the
GOODS fields is not a big concern here since spectroscopic
samples mostly comprise high S/N sources in both cases, such
that this test effectively constrains the accuracy of our proce-
dure on the available FF bands compared to a run on the full
dataset (the E-zphot method in Dahlen et al. 2013). We find 8%
of outliers and a σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.045, thus an accuracy compara-
ble to the that reached in the FFs by the OAR procedure alone
(σ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.05). On the full GOODS 19-bands catalogue,
we found 4.1% of outliers and a σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.037, suggesting
that the lower number of bands available and narrower spectral
coverage is the most relevant limiting factor in the accuracy of
photometric redshifts in the Frontier Fields.
3.1. Comparison with previous works
A critical aspect of the Frontier Field campaign is the in-
vestigation of lensed, intrinsically faint star forming galax-
ies at very high redshifts. While the presently released cat-
alogue is designed to a have broader use by providing data
for robustly detected sources at any redshift, it is useful any-
way to compare it with the available information on high-
redshift samples in the fields under analysis. To this end,
we cross-correlated our catalogues (adopting a matching ra-
dius of 2PSF-FWHM = 0.4 arcsec) with the samples in:
Laporte et al. (2014), Zitrin et al. (2014; see also Oesch et al.
2015), Zheng et al. (2014), Atek et al. (2015), Coe et al. (2015)
McLeod et al. (2015), Ishigaki et al. (2015). The most studied
field is A2744 with a total sample made up of 74 Lyman-break
galaxies (LBGs) at z >∼ 5. We find that 58 of these sources
are present in our catalogues (of which 12 are from the addi-
tional IR-detected sample). A comparison between our photo-zs
and those published for the A2744 cluster LBGs is shown in
Fig. 4, which indicates a good consistency with respect to pre-
vious estimates. A similar result is found by making a compari-
son with the much smaller LBG samples from the M0416 fields
(Laporte et al. 2015; Coe et al. 2015; McLeod et al. 2015) and
from the A2744 parallel field (Ishigaki et al. 2015; McLeod et al.
2015). We inspected the 16 LBGs missing from our A2744 clus-
ter catalogue and found that in three cases they are undetected,
while 13 are very close to bright galaxies and are not deblended
from them. These findings are easily explained on the basis
of the detection strategy we adopted. Indeed, while the afore-
mentioned works aim at an ultra-deep detection of small-size
and faint high-redshift sources, our catalogues are based on a
compromise between an aggressive detection, which is ideal for
faint objects, and the capability of avoiding over-deblending of
extended lower redshift sources. Nonetheless, the recovery of
most of the previously found high-z candidates with comparable
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Fig. 4. Comparison between photometric redshifts from our catalogues
and those from previous papers on high-redshift LBG samples.
photo-z estimate highlights that the general-purpose catalogues
that are presented here are effective across a wide redshift range.
We also compared our photometric redshift catalogue for
the M0416 cluster with the one4 made available by the CLASH
collaboration (Postman et al. 2011). The comparison performed
on objects with robust cross-correlation between the two sam-
ples (1 match within 0.2 arcsec) is shown in Fig. 5. We sepa-
rately consider bright objects with a highly-reliable photo-z in
the CLASH catalogue according to the parameters released by
the developers: χ2 ≤ 1 and a high ODDS value (we set >0.8),
indicating a sharply peaked unimodal redshift likelihood distri-
bution. The agreement is remarkable, with the exception of a
small number of sources having zphot <∼ 0.8 in our catalogue
and zphot ∼ 4 in the CLASH one. We looked at their position in
the z ∼ 4 colour selection diagram from Castellano et al. (2012)
(bottom panel in Fig. 5), finding that their colours are indeed typ-
ical of low-redshift galaxies excluded from the B-dropout selec-
tion window. While this is true when both our photometric cat-
alogue and the CLASH one are compared, the flux uncertainty
and scatter is significantly larger in the latter case, which fur-
ther highlights the improvementes enabled by the depth of the
FF dataset and, possibly, by our catalogue-building procedure,
which includes the accurate subtraction of the foreground bright
galaxies and ICL emission.
4. Demagnified number counts
We use available lensing models of the two FF fields to as-
sign magnification values to sources in our catalogues. Five
of the models under consideration assume that cluster galax-
ies trace the cluster mass substructure: the CATS (P.I. Ebeling,
e.g. Jauzac et al. 2014) and Sharon (e.g. Johnson et al. 2014)
models, based on Lenstool, the GLAFIC model (Oguri 2010;
Ishigaki et al. 2015), and the two different parametrizations
(LTM and NFW) provided by the Zitrin team (e.g. Zitrin et al.
2013). The three remaining models that were provided by
4 https://archive.stsci.edu/missions/hlsp/clash/
macs0416/catalogs/hst/
Fig. 5. Top: comparison between photometric redshifts from our cata-
logues and those from CLASH. Red points indicate bright objects with
single-peaked reliable photo-z solution, according to the CLASH team
(see text for details). Bottom: position in the (B−V)− (V −H) z ∼ 4 se-
lection diagram of objects with 3.5 < zCLASH < 4.5 and zASTRODEEP < 1.
CLASH photometry is shown in red, photometry from the Astrodeep
catalogue in black. Filled circles with errorbars represent the bright
sample with reliable, single-peaked CLASH photo-z.
P.Is Williams (e.g. Grillo et al. 2015), Bradacˇ (e.g. Bradacˇ et al.
2009) and Merten (e.g. Merten et al. 2011) do not assume that
cluster mass is traced by its member galaxies and are instead
solely constrained by lensing observables. Each team has pro-
vided shear and mass surface density maps. A detailed descrip-
tion of different models can be found on the FF website5 and ref-
erences therein. Among the available maps only the Merten ones
also cover the parallel pointings of the fields under analysis. As a
first step, we rebin the available shear and mass surface-density
maps to match the HST dataset pixel grid to accurately assign
to each galaxy a shear (γ) and mass surface-density (κ) value,
computed as the average in a window of 5 × 5 pixels around its
centroid. We then compute magnification as
µ =
1
(1 − κ · Dzl−zp)2 − (γ · Dzl−zp)2 , (1)
where Dzl−zp = DA(zL, zphot)/DA(0, zphot), DA(0, z) being the an-
gular diameter distance to redshift z, zphot the photometric red-
shift of the source, and zL the redshift of the lensing cluster. Fi-
nally, in the case of the cluster pointings where eight different
5 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/campaigns/frontier-fields/
Lensing-Models
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Fig. 6. Top panel: cumulative distribution of the median magnification
(µmed) values of objects in the A2744 (black) and M0416 (red) clus-
ter fields. The inset shows the distribution of magnification values of
objects in the two parallel fields according to the Merten et al. lens
model. Bottom panel: µmed as a function of redshift for sources in the
two fields. H-detected and IR-detected objects are drawn as filled cir-
cles and crosses, respectively.
Fig. 7. Demagnified (median magnification, see text for details) H160
number counts in the cluster fields. Magenta and red continuous curves
refer to A2744 and M0416 H-detected sources respectively after ex-
cluding all objects with photo-z consistent with the redshift of the
clusters. Magenta and red dashed lines show the demagnified num-
ber counts of additional IR-detected sources (with S/N(H160) > 1)
in each field. As a comparison, number counts normalized to the FF
area from the public CANDELS GOODS-South (Guo et al. 2013) and
UDS (Galametz et al. 2013) catalogues are shown as continuous and
dashed blue lines, respectively. The green lines are number counts from
randomly chosen portions of the CANDELS GOODS-South and UDS
field, having the same area as the FF pointings.
models are available, we compute a median magnification µmed
to take into account model-to-model variations of the lensing
maps while excluding possible outlier values. The µmed values
as a function of redshifts and its cumulative distributions for
sources in the two cluster fields are shown in Fig. 6. As ex-
pected, the magnification in the blank fields that were computed
from the Merten model is almost constant and typically low, but
not negligible, with median values of 15% and 9% in A2744-
Parallel and M0416-Parallel, respectively (see inset of Fig. 6,
top panel). The demagnified number counts are shown in Figs. 7
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for the A2744 and M0416 parallel fields.
and 8 for the cluster and parallel pointings, respectively, com-
pared with both the total number counts normalized to the FF
area from the CANDELS GOODS-South (Guo et al. 2013) and
UDS (Galametz et al. 2013) surveys, and with number counts
from randomly chosen portions of the CANDELS fields hav-
ing the same area as the FF pointings. At bright magnitudes,
the FF number counts are consistent with the CANDELS ones
once magnification is taken into account and, in the case of the
cluster pointings, sources with redshift that are compatible with
being members of the A2744 and M0416 clusters (zphot within
∆z = 0.1 from the cluster redshift) are removed. At faint mag-
nitudes the Frontier Fields cluster pointings allow us to detect
sources that are up to ∼3–4 mag intrinsically fainter than objects
in the deepest areas of the CANDELS fields.
5. Rest-frame physical properties
The ultra deep IR observations of the FF, in combination with the
strong gravitational lensing effect allows stellar masses and star-
formation rates to be probed at unprecedented limits. In Fig. 9,
we show the de-magnified Mstar and star formation rates (SFRs)
as a function of redshift for galaxies in the two cluster fields com-
pared to the sample from CANDELS GOODS-South, among
the most studied “wide” fields for investigating these proper-
ties at high-z. Intrinsic Mstar and SFR are obtained by correcting
the estimates derived through SED-fitting on observed magni-
tudes (Sect. 3), considering its µmed value for each source. We
derive the mass completeness limits using the procedure pre-
sented in Fontana et al. (2004), which is based on the measure-
ment of the actual distribution of the Mstar/L as a function of
redshift to derive limiting stellar mass beyond the flux limit.
We base our computation on the Mstar/L distributions derived by
Grazian et al. (2015) from GOODS-South that provides a large
and deep enough (after the inclusion of the HUDF) sample for
this purpose. The strict completeness limit, which corresponds
to H = 27.25 (90% detection completeness for Rh = 0.2 arcsec
disks in the FF), is shown as a continuous blue line, the dashed
one corresponding to galaxies magnified by a factor µ = 10.
These “maximally old limits” (MOL) are derived by consider-
ing the model with the lowest Mstar/L in our synthetic library,
i.e. maximally old galaxies with formation redshift z = 20, a de-
clining star formation history (τ = 0.1 Gyr), E(B−V) = 0.1, and
Z = 0.2 Z. Clearly, the observed sample reaches lower Mstar val-
ues for less extreme galaxy populations: we show as continuous
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Fig. 9. Top panel: demagnified SFR as a function of redshift in the A2744 (black) and M0416 (red) clusters. Filled circles and crosses refer to
H-detected and IR-detected sources respectively. For reference SFRs of objects from the CANDELS GOODS-South field are shown as green dots.
Bottom panel: demagnified stellar masses, same symbols as above. The continuous and dashed blue lines show the limiting Mstar for a “maximally
old model” at H160 = 27.25 (observed 90% completeness limit) and H160 = 29.75 (90% completeness limit for µ = 10). The continuous and
dashed lines show the corresponding “completeness corrected” limiting Mstar (see text for details). The dark green and magenta continuous lines
show the “maximally old” and completeness-corrected limiting Mstar of CANDELS GOODS-South from Grazian et al. (2015).
(observed limit) and dashed (for the case of µ = 10) purple lines
the mass limits at which a completeness correction factor that
is lower than 1.5 needs to be applied by taking into account
the appropriate Mstar/L distribution (see Fontana et al. 2004, for
a detailed description of the procedure). A comparison with
the corresponding MOL and “completeness corrected” limits
for the GOODS-South Wide field (H160lim = 26.0) taken from
Grazian et al. (2015) shows that the Frontier Fields clusters al-
low us to probe the galaxy stellar mass distribution at 0.5–1.5 dex
lower masses, depending on the magnification, with respect to
GOODS. The inclusion of the addtional sample of IR-detected
objects yields sources at Mstar as low as 107–108 at high-z, al-
though a formal derivation of completeness limits is not straight-
forward in this case. As shown in the top panel of Fig. 9, the
Frontier Fields also allow to probe high-z galaxies at intrinsic
SFRs > 1 dex lower than in the wide GOODS-South area, reach-
ing 0.1–1 Mstar/yr at z ∼ 6–10.
6. Summary and conclusions
We have presented a public release of photometric redshifts and
rest-frame galaxy properties from multiwavelength photometry
of the Frontier Fields Abell-2744 and MACS-J0416 cluster and
parallel pointings, including HST, deep K-band and Spitzer data,
as described in the companion paper, Merlin et al. (2016). We
have derived photometric redshifts as the median among six dif-
ferent estimates coming from a variety of codes and approaches
(Sect. 2). Their typical accuracy, as defined from the semi-
interquartile range of the different measurements, goes from 0.05
to 0.3 at bright and faint magnitudes, respectively, with less
than 10% of sources having SIQR > 1 at H < 26, and about 20%
at H ∼ 29. A comparison with available spectroscopic samples
consistently shows a σ∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.04 with 7–10% of outliers.
We find that the most important factor limiting the accuracy of
photometric redshifts in the FF is the relatively low number of
filters available compared to other surveys, which means that ex-
tending the FF spectral coverage is the most promising way to
improve accuracy in photometric redshifts and derived quanti-
ties. We have determined magnification values from all available
lensing models on an object-by-object basis, taking into account
source positions and redshifts. The resulting demagnified num-
ber counts (Sect. 4) are perfectly consistent with number counts
from the CANDELS fields at the bright end, while reaching out
to an intrinsic H >∼ 32. We have shown that the Frontier Fields
survey enables us to detect objects with stellar mass Mstar ∼
107–108 M and intrinsic SFRs ∼ 0.1–1 M/yr at z > 5 (Sect. 5).
Photometric redshifts, magnification values, rest-frame proper-
ties, and supporting information are all made publicly available
as described in the Appendix.
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Appendix A: Released catalogues
All the catalogues and derived quantities described in this
paper are publicly released and can be downloaded from
the ASTRODEEP website at http://www.astrodeep.eu/
frontier-fields/. The catalogues and images can be
browsed from a dedicated interface at http://astrodeep.
u-strasbg.fr/ff/index.html
Photometric redshift catalogues contain the following
information:
– ID: identification number in the input photometric catalogues
from M16. The IR-detected objects have ID = 20000 + their
original ID in the relevant detection catalogues and segmen-
tation maps.
– ZBEST: corresponds to the reference (median) photo-z value,
except when a match with a publicly available high-quality
spectroscopic source is found within 1 arcsec. Sources for
which the photo-z run did not converge to a solution are set
to ZBEST = −1.0.
– ZBEST_SIQR: median photometric redshift uncertainty range
(equal to 0 for spectroscopic sources).
– MAGNIF: median magnification (cluster fields) or magnifica-
tion from the Merten model (parallel fields).
– ZSPECFLAG: the value is set = 1 for sources with spectro-
scopic redshift, = 0 otherwise.
– ZSPECID: identification number of spectroscopic counterpart
from public catalogues.
For A2744 the following convention is used: sources from
Owers et al. (2011) have ZSPECID equal to the row index
in the original file; sources from Johnson et al. (2014) have
ZSPECID equal to 3000 + row index from Table 2 in the
paper, objects from the GLASS survey have ZSPECID =
10000 + original ID.
For MACS0416 the following convention is used: sources
from Ebeling et al. (2014) have ZSPECID equal to the orig-
inal ID; the strongly lensed galaxies made available by
STSci for FF lensing modelling (from Grillo et al. 2015;
Christensen et al. 2012) have ZSPECID = 3000 + row index
from the original file, objects from the GLASS survey have
ZSPECID = 10000 + original ID.
The value is −1 for sources with no spectroscopic
counterpart.
– Chi2: χ2 of the SED-fitting with stellar only templates at
redshift fixed to ZBEST.
– MSTAR, MSTAR_MIN, MSTAR_MAX: stellar mass in units
of 109 M (assuming Salpeter IMF) and relevant uncertainty
range. Uncertainties on physical parameters are defined from
the range where P(χ2) > 32% estimated in a ∆z = 0.2 red-
shift bin around the reference photometric redshift.
– SFR, SFR_MIN, SFR_MAX: star formation rate (M/yr) and rel-
evant uncertainty range.
– Chi2_NEB: χ2 of the SED-fitting with stellar plus nebular
models at redshift fixed to ZBEST.
– MSTAR_NEB, MSTAR_MIN_NEB, MSTAR_MAX_NEB: stellar
mass (109 M) estimated from stellar plus nebular fits.
– SFR_NEB, SFR_MIN_NEB, SFR_MAX_NEB: star formation rate
(M/yr) estimated from the stellar plus nebular fits.
– RELFLAG: This flag is meant to provide a combined indica-
tion of the robustness of photometric and photo-z estimates.
Sources with RELFLAG=1 have enough reliable photomet-
ric information to estimate photometric-redshifts. Instead,
the value is =0 for sources either: falling close to the
border of the images; close to strong residual features of
the Galfit image pre-processing; found to be spurious
(mostly stellar spikes) from visual inspection; having SEx-
tractor FLAG > =16; having unphysical flux in the detec-
tion band; having less than five HST bands with reliable flux
measurement available for photo-z procedures.
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